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First &Foremost : Better knowledge about players involved *
• The number of unknown clades
of ‘plain bacteria’ (301 in this case,
around 80%) involved in AD is still
very large and growing**
Take Home:
Plenty of novel species and mechanisms
are still ‘in petto’ for task analysis
& optimization of the UPPER part of
the AD food chain
*Vanwonterghem et al. 2014, Curr opin biotechnol. 27:55–64.
**Narihiro et al. 2015, Env Microbiol. 17:1707-1720.
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First & Foremost: Better tools to deal with the key players
•

Operational primer sets targeting the syntrophs are now
available*

• Precise genome editing techniques (RNA guided DNA editing
CRISPR/Cas9) have become available**
 This potential for starting to ‘manipulate’ the genomics
of the AD microbiome has arrived
*Mathai et al. 2015, Microbiol sgm. 161:1189-1197.
**Huang et al. 2013, Nat Biotechnol. 31:227–229.
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First & Foremost :
Plain and also bioelectrochemical setups to capture
e-fluxes and to
navigate within
physiological
pathways*

*Vanwonterghem et al. 2015, Nat Sci Rep. 5:8496.
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AD and fundamental science
1. Breath taking new insights
Hierarchy/the conventional way of thinking
Systems aim for efficiency, by tiered interactions of their members:
• Bees, termites (pheromones)*
• Microbes in AD
(also pheromones?)

Question: Are these interactions stochastic (at random) or
deterministic?
Answer: They are not by chance, but determined by
physics/chemistry**, this means we can engineer them!!
*Maeterlinck, M. La vie des Termites, 1926 Nobel Prize.
**Vanwonterghem et al., 2014, Curr opin biotechnol. 27:55–64.
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AD and fundamental science
1. Breath taking new insights
The cross “talking” between microbes  Metabolites; Nanowires
Physicists Malvankar, Sibel Ebru Yalcin and Mark
Tuominen, used EFM, a technique that can show how
electrons move through materials.
“When we injected electrons at one spot in the
microbial nanowires, the whole filament lit up as the
electrons propagated through the nanowire”
(Amherst News & Media Relations 2014)
Question: Are these wires for bio-fluxing energy or for
sending information?
Take Home: We need to push the physicists to resolve
this issue asap !
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AD and fundamental science
1. Breath taking new insights
The cross feeding between partners in relation to distance and
positioning between species to obtain an efficient process
Example: propionate to
methane works best provided
a well ordered positioning *
Questions:
• How do the microbes
arrive at such 3D setting ?
• How do these mini-assemblages
subsequently reproduce ?
Take Home : This knowledge is
very crucial for AD
*Kouzuma et al. 2015, Front. Microbiol. 6:477.
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AD and fundamental science
1. Breath taking new insights

A negative Gibbs free energy per single step is not essential 
Sharing is the key: the case of the syntrophs for VFA oxidation
Questions:
•What distribution of benefits do each of the partners need to have
before they go for it ?
•Could we possibly find ways to get them signing more rapidly
‘ I owe you ’ to one another ?
The hypothesis :
Probably a balanced distribution is crucial. We may find ways to
help such ‘distribution of benefits’ to come to existence and to start of
the process
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AD and fundamental science

TAKE HOME:
Microbes are social creatures and
they have “a lot to talk about”

We should learn to help them with
their cooperative arrangements!
10

AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
Question: What can we learn ‘across
the border ‘ about networking
of microbial species?
Should we look more for ‘Connectorspecies’ instead of ‘Metabolisingspecies’?
 Adhesion-Receptor system
on tooth surface*
 The ‘multi-connector’ species?

*Kolenbrander et al. 2006, Nat Rev Microbiol. 8:471-480.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
A. 1 to 1 Networking – routing of metabolism
between bacteria within a small group  micro-economics
Specific biochemical tools to keep individual contacts with peers:
• The plasmid-encoded quorum response pair – known as Rap60Phr60 in B. subtilis*
• Quorum sensing in anaerobic granules as key mechanism**?
Challenge: Explore if groups of cells engaged in AD indeed have such
‘contacting’ tools 
If so, we should optimize the functioning via manipulation of these
tools!
*Boguslawski et al. 2015, Mol Microbiol. 96:325-48.
**Ding et al. 2015, Biochem. Eng. J. 103:270-276.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
B. The Hub system
Groups-wise working together and exchanging information with
groups at other sites for the benefit of the whole community*
 macro-economics

 Bio-informatics allow to detect such centers of concentrated activity
 The challenge is: which hubs do we prefer and how to strengthen them?
*Song et al. 2014, Processes. 2:711-752.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
B. The Hub/City level system: macro-economics
Bio-informatics can identify genes and OTU’s that work for the whole community!

Steady state biogas production (SMA) vs.
molecular data of selective species
‘Big data’ can now be assembled in a
multi linear regression, relating methane
community ‘composition’ and anaerobic
functioning*

Challenge: Can we get better correlations = better Quantitative Composition
Actvity Relationships ( compare with QSAR )
*Bocher et al. 2015, Water Res. 70:425-435.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
B. The Hub system
The ‘gene centric’ interpretation: which gene is up/down regulated
Compare: which machine is working?
The ‘genomic-centric’ interpretation: which genomes as a whole are
of concern?
Compare: which factory is working?
We must apply ‘system – centric’ interpretations*: which ‘hubs of
genomes’ matter? – The hub determines the overall pattern!
Compare: what multi-national is working ?
*Prosser 2015, Nat Rev Microbiol. 13:439-446.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
The enigma of bioaugmentation:
•Often no change in DGGE is detected, and yet the boost in
methane production is apparent - A small amount of cells brings
about a large acceleration , but often the added cells are only
indirectly fit for function
•Example 1: An aerobic propionate-degrading enrichment culture is
a successful bioaugmentor for AD*
•Example 2: Moderate aeration of the
microbiome can shorten the lag phase
by ca 100 days**
**Lins et al. 2010, Fems Microbiol Ecol. 71:469-478.
*Tale et al. 2011, Water Res. 45:5249-5256.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning

The enigma of bioaugmentation:
•Example 3: Strains or sets of strains enhance not the functioning,
but the “stability” of the community*
Question:
•Can these ‘good’ bioaugmentors be of the type of ‘adhesinmultireceptor micro-organisms?
•Can we identify such multi-connector species and produce them
for addition to anaerobic digesters !

*Acharya et al. 2015, J Env Eng. 141(7).
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning
The enigma of supplementation:
• Example 1: Pre-aeration of the substrate can help to kick-start the
AD*
Can this be a matter of growing facultative anaerobic
connector species?
• Example 2: Some additives, such as ferric oxides are very fit to
stabilize the AD community**
Can they be physical platforms for connector species
(e.g. Geobacter) to operate from  syntrophy?

*Charles et al. 2009, Bioresour Technol. 100:2329-2335.
**Kato et al. 2012, Environ. Microbiol. 14: 1646-1654.
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning

TAKE HOME
Multiple linear regression of the specific methanogenic
activity (SMA) reveals that a selected set of 10-20 actuators
allows to set forward a Quantitave Composition Activity
Relationship (QCAR)
The way to go : establish steady state biogas production
(SMA) vs. Illumina based molecular data of selective genes
(e.g. mcrA) for a digestor  Once calibrated : use as
Early Warning System
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AD and fundamental science
2. Societal structure & functioning

TAKE HOME:
AD is maybe first about structure (3D) and
then about function – We must explore this
in more depth!
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AD and fundamental science
3. Functional management of a team
Microbiome: A set of species working in groups, evolving towards a
“top” configuration & performance

Rule of practice: “Never change a winning team”?
FC Barcelona:
World’s best football
team… or not?
Question: how do we
get such a winning
team?
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AD and fundamental science
3. Functional MANAGEMENT of a team / How to ‘coach’ it ?
Two strategies:
1.Strive to have always optimal conditions

RESPECTIVELY
2. Keep all team members under pressure of changing conditions and at
risk of being replaced by other (and better) ones
*De Vrieze et al. 2013, Microb. Biotechnol. 6:414-424.

NOTE :In nature, conditions normally constantly change !
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AD and fundamental science
3. Functional management of a team
The 2O/80 Pareto Principle= the trade-off between either
• Achieving the maximal performance provided stable
conditions
• Requiring minimal adjustment in case of variable conditions
Recent finding:
Nature has in its evolution, found the
latter to the best strategy*

*Schuetz et al. 2012, Nature. 336:601-604.
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AD and fundamental science
3. Functional management of a team
In case of normal operational variability:
• Settle for a situation where the top 20% do the thing you
want.
• These 20% will yield 80% of what you hope for.
• Yet, you have 4 x too many players than strictly necessary!
Take Home: Natural selection results in the Pareto outcome: 20% of
the species do all the work, and 80% are eager to step in but are in
standby

*Schuetz et al. 2012, Nature. 336:601-604.
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AD and fundamental science
3. Functional management of a team

TAKE HOME:
Plenty of ‘economic’ management principles are
applicable to AD
Microbes behave just like us!

We must deal with them with common ‘economic’
sense.
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AD and fundamental science
4. Output of novel new products
• Various conventional metabolites ( ethanol, butyrate, …) for
new green applications
• Various new metabolites, such as chain elongation products
( caproate, caprylate, ….) with promising industrial
applications (bio-label )
• Various ‘unforeseen’ metabolites e.g.
• long distance electron transport conveying
molecules, such as the aromatic acid rich proteins in
the pilli of Geobacter sulfurreducens*
• slow release humic e-transferring compounds from
AD microbiomes for plant nutrition
26
……
*Malvankar et al. 2015, •
ISME
J. 9:527-531.

AD and fundamental science
4. Output of novel new products

TAKE HOME:
Novel Services and Products from AD are
certainly to be expected!
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AD and fundamental science
5. The microbiome & the anaerobes as our ‘lifelong
companions‘
Mankind has recently, for instance due to AD, learned to appreciate
microbes and microbiomes!!
The microbiome is:
• Constantly cooperative
• Constantly evolving
Never defined for 100% !!!
The fact that one deals with ‘unknowns’, that one cannot be
absolutely sure about the absence of pathogens ….
strongly irritates the orthodox thinkers, regulators/investors/…
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AD and fundamental science
5. The microbiome & the anaerobes as our ‘lifelong
companions‘

TAKE HOME:

The Illumina based precise species composition
integrated in QCAR algorithms opens perspectives to
more precisely describe microbiomes!
Microbiomes will become ‘exactitudes’!
Microbiomes will be more prone to ‘engineering’!
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AD and fundamental science
5. The microbiome & the anaerobes as our ‘lifelong
companions‘

TAKE HOME:
We must learn to better valorize microbiomes :
• Multi-species probiotics
• Multi-species bioaugmenters
• Foods/Feeds produced by ‘mixed cultures’
AD is an excellent platform
to deal with the issue of
“Establish IP to a Microbiome”
30

General overview
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The expanded potential
1. The case of Hydrocarbons

•Methanogenic degradation of PAH is possible*,**
Naphtalene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Pyrene
Chrysene

•

Geobacter*** in syntrophy with:
Fatty acids & Aromatics
present in non-productive coal

25 °C CH4
27 – 35 kJ/mol
for the MPB
Methanosaeta
Methanosarcina

Biogas at rates of
L / ton·d ****

Take home: AD is a “omnivalent” gasification process
*Gray et al. 2011, Environ. Microbiol., 13: 2957-2975.
**Dolfing et al. 2009, Microbial Biotechnol.,2:566-574.
***Jones et al. 2008, Nature, 451: 176-181.
**** Fallgren et al. 2013 ,Int J Coal Geology ,115: 92-96.
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The expanded potential
1. The case of Hydrocarbons
Use methanogens to recover oil from tar sands and shale resp in
the ‘fracking’ industry:
•Syntrophus aciditrophus generates methane from crude oil*
•Residual oil to natural gas at 5 L m-3 d-1**
•The methylotrophic methanogens are highly active in coal beds***

Question: How can the AD field link up with the petro
industry? We should have these petro- people here in
large numbers at AD14!
*Jones et al. 2008, Nature 451: 176-181.
**Gieg et al. 2008, Appl. Environ. Microbiol. 74:3022-3029.
***Guo et el. 2012, Appl Microbiol Biotechnol. 96:1587–1597
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The expanded potential
2. AD & BES: Bio-electrochemical Systems (BES)
• BES can be beneficially coupled with AD: the in-reactor NH3
toxicity can be decreased*
• One can implement electrochemical extraction of NH4
combined with H2 production at the cathode**,***

*Desloover et al. 2015, Environ. Sci. Technol. 49:948-955
**Ippersiel et al. 2011, J. Environ. Manage. 95, S165 – S169.
***Desloover et al. 2012, Environ. Sci. Technol. 46: 12209-12216.
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The expanded potential
3. The granule in optimal condition

The BIOPAQ®ICX provides improved
biomass retention, so virtually no
wash-out of granular biomass
occurs any more !
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The expanded potential
4. The Anaerobic Membrane BioReactor (AnMBR)
Low pressure
• Fluxes 5 L m-2 h-1
• Biomass 3-5 x more concentrated
• Digester volume 3-5 x lower
• Capex -10%; Opex -40%
• Water re-use facilitated

At present: 14 Kubota AnMBR in Japan*
High pressure
• Veolia and ADI on dairy
At present around 25 AnMBRs
*Kanai et al. 2010; Desalination. 250:964 – 967.
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The expanded potential
4. The Anaerobic Membrane BioReactor (AnMBR)
Low pressure
•Has the anMBR a future as ‘in factory’ water recycler?
•Example: Dogfish Head Brewery Rhoboth Beach
•Note : Resource recovery at the level of FOOD GRADE!!
Process flow: 20 tons COD and 1000 m3 per day
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The expanded potential
4. The Anaerobic Membrane BioReactor (AnMBR)
•The AnMBR delivers a good effluent, but is compared to
CAS+AD and HRAS+AD is a factor 2 too energy intensive*
•According to M. Seib (Zitomer lab, 2015) CAS requires 0.35
kWh/m3 treated; an AnMBR can come down to half of that
•Moral: good hopes, but the proof of the pudding …..
Current AnMBR

Future AnMBR

*Smith et al. 2014, Environ Sci Technol. 48:5972-5981.
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The expanded potential
5. The case: The Anaerobic
Filter MBR (AFMBR)

• To treat sewage at low temperatur
• To remove COD and SS***
• To remove pharmaceutical products**!
The latter is quite special !

Take Home: Go for full scale !
*Smith et al. 2014, Environ Sci Technol. 48:5972-5981.
**Dutta et al. 2014, Bioresour Technol. 165:45-49.
***Palatsi et al. 2012, Water Res., 46: 5268-5278.
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The expanded potential
6. The case of fuel for mobility
•Biodiesel: 20,000 km ha-1
•Bio-ethanol: 33,000 km ha-1
•BTL: biomass to liquid by Fisher Trops :63,000 km ha-1
• AD conversion: 66,000 km ha-1*
We can cover 50% of the “EU 2020 Biofuel for mobility”
without change in landuse (AD 2007)/ The LCA is 10-20% better
for biomethane-mobility than bioethanol-mobility
In Sweden , energy from biogas for road transport will
increase factor 4 in the next 10 years **
*Weiland 2006, Eng Life Sci. 6:302-309.
** Mansson et al . 2014,Applied Energy 123:349-357.
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The expanded potential
6. The case of fuel for mobility
Green H2 (e.g. from wind turbine) added to AD installations
to produce:
•Extra biomethane in digester (Denmark)*
•Green methane to drive cars (CO2 + H2 converted to 100%
CH4 by methanogens) – Currently financial input of 10
mEuro**

*Luo & Angelidaki 2013, Appl Microbiol Biotechnol. 97:1373–1381.
**Electrochaea GmbH.
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The expanded potential
6. The case of fuel for mobility and the biorefinery
Sugarcane
whole crop

Sugar juice

Ethanol
fermentation

Ethanol
40 %

100%
Residues of
• vinasses
• bagasses
• leaves

Take home: Very poor recovery at present
Weiland, Verstraete & Van Haandel 2009, Biofuels, 171-195.
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The expanded potential
6. The case of fuel for mobility and the biorefinery
Sugarcane
whole crop
100%

Sugar juice

Bagasse
+ leaves

Ethanol
fermentation
Hydrolysis
Residues of
• vinasses
• bagasses
• leaves

N, P, … nutrients as
NSF

AD
Syngas

Ethanol
60 %

20% extra
Recovery !

Biogas
25 %
Syngas

15 %
Take home: Lobbying needed
to make the combined ethanal /biogas/syngas route better known
Weiland, Verstraete & Van Haandel 2009, Biofuels, 171-195.
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The expanded potential
6. The case of fuel for mobility and the biorefinery
CAM plants (only
CO2 capture at night
/use of very little
water )
Eg Euphorbia /Aloe

juice

Bio-Methane

Some 3000
million ha of
semi arid land
available!

Water and nutrients
to return to soil

Take home: Plenty of novel routes in the context of Climate Change!
Mason et al. 2015, Energy Environ Sci. 8:2320-2329.
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The expanded potential
7. Biogas and intensification
• To decrease capex, all over the world the AD reactors are
loaded with more dense substrates // Plants of 10 MW
are a fact // Cambi pretreatment allows to keep viscosity
low
• THE RATIONAL WAY FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT is
focussing on AD :Replace Conventional Activated Sludge
with the HRAS -- Fully advocate the “Major /Minor”
sewage treatment technology*:
• Dare to load the sewer: stop installing septic tanks in the
cities, allow kitchen grinders and optimize this form
of transport **
**Verstraete et al . 2OO9 Biores Technol 1OO: 5537-5545.
*Schiettecatte et al. 2014 Waste Management Research 32:1094-1102 .
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The expanded potential
7. Biogas and intensification
Concentrated inputs facilitate recovery from the digestate
in the context of the biorefinery:
•The case of P: struvite is known

•The case of N: NEW : upgrade the N to SCP .
The way to do this :
-strip off the ammonia
- use off peak conventional or green energy (water,
wind, photovoltaics, biogas, …) and produce H2
- reclaim CO2!!
Bring clean ammonia /H2 /CO2 and oxygen in a
reactor and grow HYDROGENOTROPHIC MICROBES46

The expanded potential
7. Biogas and intensification

POWER T

PROTEIN

The retrofitted
“water factory”

Key: Upgrade at the site of the STP to a product which has a DEMAND
47

Matassa et al. 2015, Water Res. 68, 467–478.
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Points of attention
Foam in digesters*
• Microthrix rich AS + FOG in mesophilic AD
• The Microthrix sp. grow in digester and make stable EPS: lots
of foam!!
• Remedy:
o Alter the inputs
o Operate at thermophilic conditions
Gas hold-up and Rapid Volume Expansion**
• The thick mixed liquor does not release the gas, it obtains a
density of 0.7
• Remedy:
o Recirculate as fast as possible/degas
o Break the active community by intensive mixing
*Lienen et al. 2014, Bioresour Technol. 153: 1-7.
**Chang et al. 2015, Water Environ. Res. 87: 1493-1514.
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Points of attention
Diffuse emissions: particularly of septic tanks, landfills, lagoons,
gut, rumen - they represent some 15% of the total greenhouse
gasses

Take Home: We should learn to mitigate these emissions, either
by AD inhibition or by capturing the off-gases
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Points of attention
The quality of Biogas and its more effective use
• More effective removal of S, N, VOCs, siloxanes, water,
contaminants*,**
• By cleaning up, we can use CHHP systems or Solid Oxide Fuel
Cells (SOFC), and get up to 36% electrical efficiency

Agll et al. 2013. Appl. Therm. Eng. 59, 634–638.
*Papurello et al. 2015, Energy. 85:145-158.
**de Arespacochaga et al. 2014, Chem. Eng. J. 255:593-603.
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Points of attention
The digestate as pain in the ass!
•We must face the facts about digestate & do the extra mile
beyond ‘farming’ it!!
•The Biorefinery concept:
o Recover AT MAX resources from the digestate :
NH3, salt free water , and P-ash combined with syngas !!!
(Outotec)
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D. Conclusions : 7 items
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Conclusions
1. The AD microbiome is all about
*intense communication between individual partners
*3D juxta positioning to get efficient mass transfer
*sharing the work and the profits
*setting ‘hierarchy’ , ie logistics for proper work flow

Thermodynamics (and not chance) are at the basis of all this!!
The challenge of the next decade is: impose ICT on AD to make
It function better and faster
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Conclusions
2. The AD microbiome is all about
• individual to individual signaling
• hub to hub organisation & collaboration
Molecular biology must evolve from
• Gene
to
• Genome
to
• Systems of genomes that govern fluxes of energy

AD bio-informatics need to be developed that allow to overview
the ‘management’ of the whole SYSTEM of processes
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Conclusions
3. The AD microbiome is all about Pareto:
• 20% of the species do the work
• these 20% will provide you with 80% of what you want
• the 80% others keep the 20% ‘sharp’
Needed : Methods to keep the 20% top performers AND the
80% reserve actuators eager and ready?
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Conclusions
4. The AD microbiome has still a lot of unknown ‘workers’ resp
multi-connectors to discover


Tools such as genome editing and bioelectrochemical
systems will allow new breakthroughs and new products

The use of ‘dumb’ illumina combined with clever Multiple
Linear Regression allows to provide already very informative
algorithms of the type of QCAR .
All this opens perspectives for effective Microbial Resource
Management
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Conclusions
5. The AD microbiome is a ‘brain-breaker’ in terms of IP:
• how to deal with something that is never fully defined
• can contain putative pathogens
• and yet… is industrially valuable and ‘smart’.
 We must pursue the line of QCAR also in this perspective;
industry needs IP to progress
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Conclusions
6. In terms of extended potentialities AD should explore
• The domain of hydrocarbons /oil industry
• The ‘low hanging‘ fruits of the bioelectrochemical systems,
e.g. NH3 and H2 recovery to provide ‘upgrades with a real
market demand’, such as SCP
• New devices to better grow and retain granules
• AnMBR for cold (waste)waters
• Biomethane fuel for mobility in various forms
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Conclusions
7. Points of attention are
• Foam and gas hold-up
• Diffuse CH4 emissions and their mitigation
• Biogas clean-up and better use (CHHP, SOFCs)
And Very MUCH
• Dealing with the digestate in a ‘total cleantech way’ once and
for all
DO NOT ANY LONGER REFER TO THE FARMER
TO RESOLVE THE RESIDUAL ‘ENTROPY’ – WE HAVE TO
FULLY IMPLEMENT RESOURCE RECOVERY TO THE
DIGESTATE
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Conclusions
AD IS DEALING WITH SOME 1O OOO MW OF GREEN ENERGY
(= 1O OOO electricity generating windmills ; = 2 nuclear power
plants )
AD IS ALL ABOUT CLOSING CYCLES FOR SUSTAINABILITY

AD IS CONSTANTLY GENERATING NEW SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
YES AD IS A MAJOR DRIVER OF OVERALL SOCIETAL PROGRESS
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